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U rsinus Seeks
BY MICHELLE L. GRANDE

Grizzly Copy Editor
What is your vision for the
future of Ursinus College? If you
attended the meeting on January
30, sponsored by Ursinus' Student
Government Association (U.S.
G.A.) and President Richard P.
Richter, you probably know what

Mid-States

changes and goals are important
for an Ursinus education in the
1990s and beyond.
In educating students about the
preparation necessary for Ursinus'
reaccreditation by the Middle States
Association of Secondary Schools
and Colleges, Richter began the
meeting with some background

regarding Ursmus' involvement in
this highly prestigious organization.
Ursinus joined this voluntary
association in 1921 and was one of
several charter members. The
organization, which includes
schools from Pennsylvania, Maryland New Jerse , Delaware, and

Reaccreditation
New York, was formed as an
"attempt to bring qualitative order
to diverse .. .campuses," Richter
said. In addition, the association
has two purposes: to provide a
standard for monitoring educational quality and to encourage selfregulation.
Every ten years, several of Ursinus' sister institutions, which do
not usually include schools from
Pennsylvania, are invited to evaluate all aspects of the campus and to
read the self-stu.dy report. "Their
job is to test the reality of what we
say about ourselves . . .to make an
evaluation of our own perception,"
Richter continued. Members of
the Association will later spend
time on campus from April 9 to
April 12 under the direction of
Chairman Dr. Thomas Shy.

Modern

Berman art or modern transportation?

Heck Beats Traffic Blahs
BY KEVIN MURPHY

Grizzly Editor
Leaving the urban daze below
you on the ground, you pass the
bazy skyline of the city in a loud
whine. As you grin at the tiny cars
trapped in traffic, tbe hum of the
rotor blades provides a steady beat
in your ear. Noticing the all-toofamiliar red metal train-remnant,
you prepare to land in your cleared
landing zone. Losing altitude slowly, you see the ground wave and
bow as if paying homage. The
helicopter has landed.
Is this a typical day in the life of
a jet-setter? Or perhaps Ursinus
has become the scene for Huey
military maneuvers? Not quite. It
is, ho.wever, a description of Evening .School student Paul Heck's
Tuesday jaunt to Ursin us for his
business course in Strategic Management.
Heck, the President of the
American Helicopter Company
based in Lansdale, has taken both
day and night courses at Ursinus
before.
however, has chosen
e Usual modes of transportation.

He,

Difficulties in coordinating both
Heck, of course, had to obtain
hIS time schedule and traffic pattpermission to land his vehicle on
erns around the time of his 7:00
the campus. He described the typip.m. class have forced him to travel
cal landing procedure at other uniin the smallest of his three heliversities such as Penn State, comcopters.
menting that, "Some places like
Although he is now able to
the University of Pennsylvania say,
escape the traffic on the route,
'call us if you have a problem
Heck does not like the publicity he
[landing the helicopter]." Ursinus,
receives. Commented Heck with a
on the other hand, has no specified
smile, "I don't go places in the
landing protocol for vehicles of
helicopter. I mean that's all part of
this kind. Said Heck, "I walked
the business .. J like to keep a low , into the Security Office and asked,
'What's your protocol for landing
profile."
It is, however, difficult to conhelicopters?' and they just looked
at me. But I explained that I've
ceal a vehicle that size. Students,
responding to the appearance of a
landed at a number of schools."
helicopter near the location of the
Heck's American Helicopter
Aggressive Couple, provided mixed
Company is involved in flying
reviews. "I was driving past on my
aerial photographers for special
way back to school after visiting
locations. He is willing to take up
my parents when I saw this huge
an aerial photographer who will
thing. Because it was next to the
take several photos of Ursinus
Aggressive Couple, I thought it
from the air as well as provide
was more of Berman's An ,:'
pictures of his helicopter for Dean
remarked one intrigued student.
Nace, head of the Evening DivAnother group of students, passing
ision. Nace will use these photos in
by Heck's vehicle with curiosity,
an upcoming promotional camcommented, "I guess it's Securipaign.
ty's. Looks cool though."

Richter, confident that Ursinus'
reputation and other strengths will
insure reaccreditation, later addressed the question of why the
College should even bother to
complete a self-study. He emphasized that the attitude of the College
community was, "Let's do it [selfevaluation] intensively and not just
a superficial job." He also gratefully acknowledged the efforts of
faculty, students, and administrators in contributing to the recently
completed Self-Study document.
Students Gina Zappitelli and
Chris Harbach actively participated
on the Self-Study Committee, while
faculty members included professors Lynn Thelen, Martha Takats,
John H. French and alternates
Peter G. Jessup and Peter F. Perreten. Deans William E. Akin, J.
Houghton Kane, Peter F. Small,
and Annette V. Lucas also played
major roles in preparing for the
self-study.
Dr. John D. Pilgrim, Vice President of Planning and Administration, also presented information
regarding the Self-Study Document. Pilgrim, who compiled and
wrote the Self-Study, stated that
Ursinus' self-evaluation was directed by the Self-Study Steering
Committee and included three
important subcommittees: Physical Facilities, Enrollment Management, and Educational Program.
As a result of these subcommittees
meeting, many conclusions were
made regarding important aspects
of Ursinus' education.

The physical plant of Ursinus is
currently being upgraded, particularly with the addition of the Philip
1. Berman Art Center, the F.W .
Olin Building, an underground
utility channel, a new campus road
behind the Quad, and the future
renovation of Wismer into a new
student center. The Enrollment
Management subcommittee, meanwhile, has affirmed Ursinus' current
size and the emphasis on attracting
and retaining a high-quality student body who will both contribute to and benefit from the educational opportunities offered at
Ursinus. In addition, a geographically diverse student body will
continue to be sought.
The Academic Program subcommittee, further divided into two
task forces, one specifically for
curriculum and the other for student development outside the classroom, has also provided some suggestions for improving an Ursinus
education.
Academic changes may include
revisions in the core curriculum by
incorporating an l.D.E.A.S. curriculum (Inter-Divisional Education in the Arts and Sciences) and
more four-credit courses. Student
development outside the classroom
focused on several important concerns, including alcohol use, wellness, the roles of fraternities and
sororities, campus leadership, and
self-regulating behavior.
Richter, Pilgrim, and U.S.G.A.
President Diane O'Toole are hopeful that more students will become
actively involved in the reaccreditation process as April approaches.
Anyone interested in reading
the Self-Study Document is encouraged to read the copies on
reserve in Myrinlibrary.
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FRESHMEN, HAVE CONFIDENCE: Freshmen who were
placed on academic probation at
the end of the first semester have
every chance of succeeding at
Ursin us.
The educational system of the
College is designed to help students succeed, not to push them
toward failure.
Students admitted to the College have the ability to do successful academic work here. When
• they do not complete the first
semester at a passing level, the
faculty has a high expectation that
they will improve and go forward.
In the past, the vast majority have
done so.
;son, Susan Ely, Steve Grim, Mark Halling£r, Chris Harbach, LoraL
Hart, Jean Marie Kiss, Melissa Kuriger, Dorothy O'Malley, Amfrea
So, freshmen on "ac pro", have
confidence--in your own native
Power, M4ft Weintraub.
ability, in the advice and counsel
Junior Staff Members: Lenore Bailey, Brian Bartholomew, Kathy
of your professors and advisors, in
Bowers. Coleen Casciano, Dt>nna Cuddeback, Detmis Cunningham.
the community's feeling of support
Yvette Dennis, Sharon Festa, Fred Gladstone, Bob Gonnella, Kathefor your academic objectives.
rine Grim, Keir Lewis. Todd Koser, Karen Lunova, ColleelfMcCnlt
I encourage you to take charge
Neil Schafer, Judd Woytek.
of your academic destiny. Give
Departmental Liaisons! Mark lAiMohtl!j Sharon Wendt.
The Grizzly was rounded in 19~/8. replacing the previous campus
extra time to studying, a day at a
time. Give up a little fun for the
newspaper" The Ursinus Weekly. It is publisbed by students thirteen
sake oflonger-term academic gain.
weeks each semester. the Grizzly.is edited entirely by students and
Sharpen study skills. Ask for help.
views expressed in the paper are not necessarily tbose held by the
admirustration, faculty or a consensus oftbestudent body. Tbestaff of
Talk to your professors and ask
The Grizzly invites opinions from the coJlege community and will
publisb them as time and space permit
I

Editor
Kevin Mutpby
Editor
Peggy Hermann
Sports Editor
Veronica Algeo
Photography Editor
Melanie Morrow
Asst Photography Editor
Reed Coats
Sports PhOtographer
Madeline Pitts
Layout Coordinator
Erika Rohrbach
MicheDe L. Grande
Copy Editor
TypeseUer
Joy Goldman
Nicole Fonarow
Typesetter
TYl>6-Setter
Carol Jennings
Circulation Manager
Kris Kaulback
Business Manager
FasQto
Business Manager
Karen Gorman
Patricia Harrop
Business Consultant
J.t. Cobbs
Faculty Advisor
Senior Staff Members: Bridget Algeo. Bob Carmignan~ Dawn Den-

better in their courses. Follow their
advice.
THE LAST BUILDING BOOM:
The "glorious temporary mess"
has evoked memories among campus veterans about the last period
of major building at the College in
the late '60s and early '70s.
It is nearly impossible today to
imagine an Ursinus without a Corson, a Myrin, a Reimert, a Life
Science Building, a Helfferich. All
were built between 1967 and 1972.
Students and faculty in those years
tracked through more mud and
disruption than we see today. The
outcome was a modern campus
with the necessary amenities for a
broad advancement in academic
quality.
Campus building programs seem
always to become a game offalling
dominoes. Today we had to move
the College Union activities to
Wismer Hall from the old library
building to clear the way for the
Berman Museum of Art. Alternatives to classrooms in Wismer then
had to be found.
To make way for the Olin building, we are relocating and upgrading underground utilities. In the

Store in a temporary building near
Ritter Center.
All this reminds usofthedomino
game of the late '60s and early
'70s. The College chose the center
of the campus as the site of the
proposed Myrin Library. This was
the location of Freeland Hall, the
"old main" building built in 1848;
until the opening of Wismer in
1965, it had served as the dining
hall.
When the Board decided to
demolish Freeland-Derr-Stine, a
nostalgia-driven dissent arose from
the generations of alumni who had
resided there as students. But the
building was beyond repair and
fell to the demolition crew.
It could fall, however, only after
the College built Reimert Hall,
which went up in record time for
the opening of classed in 1967.
With Freeland-Derr-Stine gone,
the way was clear for the new
Myrin Library.
The lesson in the story of dominoes is the certainty that a more
beautiful and better-functioning
Ursinus will emerge from the current mess on campu~.
~
oc ~) •
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'liE ditorialll
Student protest is a puzzling matter. Across the nation
twenty years ago, student arson of College property was
not considered surprising. Though no one condoned such
illegal action, it was (in many ways) in keeping with the
spirit of the times. In essence, student arson in those volatile
(no pun intended) times was explainable though not
excusable.
Today, members of the Ursinus community observe
signs of student protest that are neither explaioable nor
excusable. Certain students, in order to express their aesthetic dislike for the newly-installed sculptures of Lynn
Chadwick have decided to push them over or rip them out
of their foundations. No one is forced to like another's
conception of art. The law, however, clearly proscribes that
all citizens must respect the rights of property. Donations
by Philip I. Berman, whether they are considered artistic or
not, have a defined worth on the market. No one has the
right to damage the property of another.
Of course, this is not to say that student protest can not be
expressed in other, more legitimate ways. For instance,
letters can be written to the Editors of The Grizzly or one
may suggest setting up an Open Dialog to sound out campus opinion as well as to draw attention to the issue. Often,
legitimate actions have the potential to attract a wider base
of support. Property damage on the other hand, lines reasonable opinion wholeheartedly against those who committed the crime.
Vandals" can kill two birds with one stone" by channeling their dislike through more accepted dissent..In this way,
they can formulate their thoughts (if indeed they practice
the art of thinking) as well as vent their anger.
KFM

Doughty Expresses Doubts

To the Editors of The Grizzly:
I would like to clarify my position on cheating and the proposed
Honor Code in order to correct
any erroneous impressions which
may have arisen in the minds of
those who may have read the
comments which were attributed
to me in last week's edition. Though
the comments were essentially
recorded accurately, they were
related out of context and do not,
therefore, accurately represent my
views.
My position on cheating is and
always has been essentially the
same as that of my colleague Professor Hughe8 in Biology. Quoting
from bis Bio. 112 syllabus, that
position is: "Cheaters will be killed.
I trust that clarifies my policy."
Plagiarism and other forms of
cheating are, quite simply, theft:
theft of the ideas and labor of others. Cbeaters, then, are thieves,
pure a~d simple. They are ripping
off their fellow students, cheating
them of the full value of their education and the full value of their
work.
Moreover, cheaters are cowards.
Although they may appear to be
bold rebels against the "System"
or the "Establishment," they llre
really cutting corners because they
are afraid that they would not be
able to compete successfully ifthey
had to do so fairly. So while
pretending-and perhaps believ-

ing-that they are ripping off the
faculty and administration, they
are really demonstrating their fear
and contempt for their fellow students. This attitude is all too prevalent here at Ursinus and in
society in general and ought to be
fought. Believing cheaters to be
parasitic vermin, then, I would
never question why one student
should turn another in for cheating, nor would I ever believe
faculty "had a bad case in pursuing
cheaters."
What I was attempting to do in
making my comments at the Open
Dialog on an Honor Code was to
raise people's consciousness. When
1 asked why s~udents should turn
in cheaters, that was obviously a
rhetorical question (and one which
drew the immediate and appropriate answer-unfortunately not
from a student but from Professor
FitzPatrick[sic]-which follows the
question in the article). I also said
that, speaking from a faculty viewpoint, I often felt that detection
and punishment of cheating was
hampered by the lack of evidenceevidence which students are reluctant to provide under our present
system. Because of this lack of
support from students, as well as
h,lkewarl1) support from college
administrations that are afraid of
lawsuits, college faculty are themselves reluctant to pursue cheaters
vigorously.

For all those reasons, I would
support an honor code. But as I
was (accurately, again) quoted ~
saying in the January 27th edition
of The Grizzly, an honor code
would only be a solution to the
problem if the great majority of
students actively supported it and
truly believed in it. Whether that is
the case here at Ursinus at this time
appears to be doubtful, based on
the lack of enthusiasm displayed
by most of the student body. It will
probably remain the responsibility
of the faculty and administration
to punish cheaters who are victimizing honest students. But even
under the present system, honest
students still have a responsibility
to themselves and to each other to
report cheating and to name the
perpetrators by name.
Only through a mutual effort by
all honest members of the college
community can cheating be reduced and a more favorable learning climate be thereby fostered.
Obviously, faculty and administrators can do many other things to
encourage a more favorable learning environment, but that, I expect
will be the subject of future letters
regarding curriculum reform and
related matters; letters written by
others more competent than I to
speak on those questions.
. Sincerely,
Ross Doughty
History Department

February 10, 1989
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Of The Grizzly
ism. Major ideologies have come
1989 marks the bicentennial of out of the French Revolution that
the French Revol ution. Not only is still prevail: liberalism, conser vathe Revolution important to France, tism, socialism. nationalism. ..
but teachers at Ursinus find that it feminism?
has significance abroad as well.
Dr. Colette Hall of the Modern
Dr. Ross Doughty of the His- Languages department agrees with
tory department finds the Revolu- Doughty on all but one aspect,
tion important enough to devote feminism. Hall does not feel that a
an entire course to it. Doughty feminist movement actually rose
gives very interesting reasons for out of the French Revolution. In
studying the French Revolution.
her view, feminism is more modFirst of all, "It's a good story," ern. The only hint of feminine
said Doughty. The course focuses consciousness, which comes from
on the controversy over the orig- a small minority in the middle
ins, the results of and the very
class, can be cescribed as a "continuation of [the] ideas of [the]
nature of the revolution. To no
surprise, the course also is aimed at Enlightenment applied to women,"
the rise and the political career of according to Hall.
Napoleon Bonaparte. But the
Hall said recently that historians
French Revolution is more than have discovered an interesting
just a good story. Doughty said motive for female participation in
that is the "mainspring for [the] the Revolution. The women of the
"popular classes" were not involved
subsequent history of Europe."
in the Revolution with feminism in
Specific periods of history in
mind; these women instead had a
Europe have had profound effects high political consciousness. These
on other parts of the world. The women were involved for the same
Enlightenment period in which the reasons that the men were: "LibFrench played a major role affected erty, Equality, and Fraternity."
the writing of the Declaration of
Although this revolution was not
Independence in America. The a feminist movement, according to
Hall, changes during the revolution
technology of the Industrial Revolution during the French Revoluhad occurred for women. For

divorce, and the inheritance laws
were changed in favor of women.
But it seems that these changes were
futile because during the rise of
Napoleon, a "conservative backlash" had occurred. By the end of
the Revolution, the women got
nothing as a result ofthe Napoleonic Code.
Hall is very interested in the
results of the French Revolution.
She finds that there are many
interpretations of who benefited
from the revolution. Was it really
the common people or was it the
the middle classes? Hall sums up
very nicely her view of this: "In my
opinion [the common people] got
screwed."
Through Doughty and Hall, the
History and Modern Language
departments have collaborated to
provide many informative and
interesting programs for the Ursinus faculty and students.
All are encouraged to attend the
lecture on Wednesday, February
15, given by Professor Robert Ginsberg of Penn State University. His
lecture will entail the "exchange
and transformation" of ideas in the
Declaration of the Independence
and the French Declaration of the
Rights of Man.

Gimberg to Give Revolutionary Fonun
The American Declaration of and the history of ideas. He has
Independence of 1776 and the been the recipient of several grants
French Declaration of the Rights from the National Endowment for
of Man of 1789 will be the topic of the Humanities and has taught and
a lecture entitled, "A Revolution- done research at the University of
ary Adventure of Ideas,H to be Paris on a Fulbright Scholarship.
given at Ursinus College on Wed- He has been listed in HOutstanding
nesday, February 15th. Robert Educators in A.merica H and has
Ginsberg, Ph.D., a Professor of won several teaching awards at
Philosophy at Pennsylvania State
University, will be the guest speaker
for this program, which will begin
at 7:30 p.m. in the Wismer Hall
BY BRIDGET ALGEO
Parent's Lounge, on the Ursinus ~
Of The Grizzly
Campus in Collegeville.
[ . The Health and Physical Educa1 lion Department of Ursinus Col~ lege has scheduled its second annual
Professor Ginsberg will review 1 Medieval Fest for Thursday, April
the exchange and transformation ~ 13. The Fest, which consists of varof ideas across the Atlantic which
ious games and activities based on
resulted in the two great declarathe medieval period of history.
tions that expressed the spirit of the ~~ gi ves young handicapped students
American and French Revolutions
in the area an opportunity to parand went on to inspire other revoticipate in and acheive satisfaction
lutions throughout the world. His ~ from physical endeavors.
talk is part of a series of events at [
Ursinus that commemorates 1
Dr. Laura Borsdorf, the catalyst
the bicentennial of the outbehind the program, is enlisting
break of the French Revolution jn ~ the help of her Adaptive and Corrective Physical Education class
1789. The series is co-sponsored
by the Departments of History and ~ and her Fitness Exercise ManageModern Languages. The public is ~ ment class in order to ensure the
~ success of the Fest. However, much
cordially invited.
~ of its success depends on the
~ volunteer efforts of students camProfessor Ginsberg holds degrees ~ pus-wide.
from the University of Chicago,
the University of Pennsylvania and
The volunteer coordinator of
the University of Paris, and he is a ~ the Fest, senior Suzanne Thomas,
specialist in political philosophy r points out that any student contri-

Drexel University and Penn State.
He comes to Ursinus College as
part of the Pennsylvania Humanities Council's Commonwealth
Speakers Program, a statewide
speakers' bureau. For additional
information, contact Professor Ross
Doughty at Ursinus College (4894111, x2229).
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INTERNATIONAL
A bloody coup took place in Paraguay last week. President
Alfredfo Stroessner was removed from power after more than thirty
~ years as the dictator of that country. His was the longest reign of any
dictator in South America. Opposition groups see hopes for a better
future. Western diplomats, though are more skeptical of the promises
~ to restore democracy and respect for human rights.

~

Three liberal white parties have united in South Africa.These
anti-apartheid groups agreed to unify in order to challenge the power
of the National Party. Their goal is to win enough seats to displace the
far-right parties.

~
The last of the Soviet Army convoys left their garrisons in Kabul,
~ the capital of Afganistan, and began to return to their own borders.
This last group's withdrawal ends a nine-year occupation of the
country by the Soviet Union.
~

NATIONAL
Bush has set priorities in spending money for domestic areas. This

~ money will go to aid environmental issues, drug interdiction and

education including aid for historic black colleges ofthe country. It is
part of a 1.6 trilliondollar budget.

~

Senate and House representatives have voted against a 50% pay
raise for themselves in response to public outcry. President Bush
~ approved the action though there were signals that he might propose a
lower raise. The raise was also intended for federal judges and high
Executive branch officials.
~

The judge in ·the trial of Oliver North was pressed by the Justice
Department to issue rules that would allow the government to block
or censor portions of testimony that might threaten National Security.
The judge refused on the grounds that North's right to a fair trial
outweighs the concerns of the Justice Department. His ruling was
upheld in the Court of Appeals. The trial officially began Thursday.

~
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?uti~g even one hou.r of their time ~

IS dOlOg a ~reat s~r~lce to the pro- ~
gram a~d Its par.l1clpants.
~
For IOformatlOn on how you ~
can help with th.e Mediev.al Fest, ~
see Dr. Borsdorf 10 Helffench Hall ~
or contact Suzanne Thomas (Todd
Hall).
~
~
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BY LORA HART
"Calculus for the Liberal Arts
major, Math I 08 --when I signed
up for this class, I realized that I
was taking a chance. It was a class
based on theory, thinking, and
writing--not mathematical calculations. But considering my history
with calculations,(I could not work
a calculator and had to hospitalized for shock every time I balanced my checkbook), I figured I
has nothing to lose.
N

God only knows why I thought
I'd pass this math course, when the
only reason I passed any other
math course in my younger years
was because the instructors took
pity on my clueless face and passed
me to get me out of there. But for a
class that depended on my ability
to write and think, I was all gungho. Even Mr. Bill's blunt "This is
not a gut class," did not deter me. I
was not looking for a gut class. I
was just trying to understand one
or two mathematical concepts.
All the discouragement from
my friends did not work, either.
Comments like "Oh, no, Lora.
Why. don't you just take Stat? I
told you I'd help you." "Lora, Mr.
Bill's a little on the weird side,
you'll never be able to stand him.
He takes off his shoes in class,"

were met by .my "I've already
dropped Stat. twice and I don't
care if he doesn't wear clothes, I
just want to try something I have a
slim chance of understanding."
But as I watched Mr. Bill shove
the white creme from a Suzy-Q
cake through his hair, I wondered
whether or not I made the right
choice. What did bizarre behavior
have to do with Math, I wondered.
Unless, of course, Mr. Bill was trying to explain tha\ all mathematicians were bizarre. I knew this
without having to take three credits to prove it. Who in their right
mind really cares what the radius
of a circle is? Just leave the damn
circle alone. It's probably happier
that way.
I don't remember what concept
Mr. Bill was trying to illustrate
with the white creme from the
Suzy-Q. I was in too much shock
because now he would have to go
through the rest of the day with
that stuff in his hair. But while
maybe the actions were a little on
the strange side, they certainly
got- and kept- the attention of
the class.
But that was only one class. Yes,
Mr. Bill still does strange things in
class, to back up what he's trying
to explain, or retain our attention.
But believe it or not, the clueless
math wonder has indeed picked

~~~~ ~ ~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~

Casa

up a little knowledge. For example, I know that A equals b times h.
What else do I know? Let's not get
too excited. I'm amazed at my
progress this far.
So what else do we do in Math
108? Well, since it's still in its formative stages, it's a little hard to
explain. We do a lot of thinking,
and a lot of writing. If you thought
it was difficult enough to do some
of these mathematical calculations,
imagine trying to understand what
led the ancient Greeks to attempt
these calculations, and even worse,
the process they went through to
come up with this stuff.
We have to keep a journal
about our troubles and questions
about the readings. For me, this is
difficult. I have trouble not writing, NDear Diary .. . and filling in
all the details of my life. It's a given
that my life does not include any
other math than it absolutely has
to. Also, Mr. Bill collects and reads
our journals, and the last thing he's
interested in is what and who I did
last weekend.
So if you're suffering from Math
Anxiety, this class is for you. I'm
not promising that you'll know
how to do Abstract Algebra when
you finish the course, but I do
promise you won't break out in
hives whenever you pick up a
calculator.

,
three and a half years ago for
,
college.
Monica's parents left Cuba in
,
1961 to live in the U.S .; they later
,
became citizens. The company for
which her father worked offered
him the choice of Mexico or EI
, Salvador; he chose the latter. Mon,
ica was born in EI Salvador and
went to school there until the twelfth
grade. The school she attended
was called La Escuela Americana,
and all classes but one were taught
,
in English. When she graduated in
,
1985, she came to the U.S., because
here higher education is better
than in EI Salvador.
Monica lived first in Miami,
where she attended the University
, of Miami -- Dade. However, she
, was not happy there, and her
brother's girlfriend asked her father,
a counselor who helps students
, find the right college, for help.
His wife was an Ursinus gradu,
ate, and he encouraged Monica to
, apply. She was accepted at George
, Washington University in Washington, D.C., Drexel, and Ursin us.
~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ .
She says the reason she chose
Ursinus was the fact that "everyone [she] came in contact with
during the application process from
Ursinus was helpful." She also
Casa Maria staff, an ice cream
liked the size and location of the
cake, a balloon and a sombrero for
school. Her brother's girlfriend lives
Smoke. They announced to the
I
restaurant that it was Smoke's
birthday, so we all clapped as the
staff sang a Mexican birthday song.
The cake was fantastic, and by the
time we all left Casa Maria we
decided we had to come back
again soon. I don't know which
was better -- the food or watching
Smoke eat her cake wearing a
sombrero while holding a balloon.
N

Maria~Muy

BY KATHERINE GRIM

Grizzly Food Critic
Are you getting tired of the
usual rotation of Wismer meals?
Have you had enough Big Ma.c
attacks to last you until the semester's over? Do you visit Pizza Hut
so often that you have a personalized soda/beer pitcher? Well on
Friday, January 20, a few of us
decided to take our friend, Smoke,
out for her birthday and we wanted
to try something different. Casa
Maria, a Mexican restaurant located across from the K of P Mall,
became the hot spot of the evening.
The restaurant was fairly
empty when we arrived at 5:00 so
the hostess led us to our table
almost immediately. The pinatas
hanging from the ceiling, lush green
plants, and the enormous "Captain's table" high back chairs give
Casa Maria a festive "Love Boatish" appearance. Our waitress,
Jenn, swung by shortly after we
were seated. She dropped off
complimentary corn chips and
salsa. The ten of us quickly
devoured the crispy chips and
spicy sauce while looking over the
menus. Casa Maria has an extensive menu so it took a while for us
all to decide on our orders. Jenn

was very helpful when it came to
describing and suggesting entrees.
She was also talented enough to
decipher our various Spanish pronunciations such as, "this Chimi
thing."
V;g each chose to pay $1.00 for
a House Salad rather than have the
soup of the day and Spanish Rice
which come with each entree. The
salads were large and fresh and the
dressings (Italian, Oil and Vinegar,
and French) were tasty. But we
couldn't wait to taste our Mexicanfood.
At last a server arrived with our
entrees. A few of us had chosen the
variations of Chimi-changas (mine
was chicken and cheese) others
had enchiladas, and two others
chose the Los Twins, one beef
enchilada and one cheese enchilada. All plates were done up
attractively and the food was delicious. The meats, cheeses and spices were blended to perfection.
Jenn appeared when we were
done with our meal and asked if
we'd be interested in dessert and
coffee. Well, we had ordered a
surprise birthday cake for Smoke,
but apparently no one had told
Jenn. She disappeared and came
back a few moments later with the

t
t
t
BY KEIR LEWIS
OJ The Grizzly
t
For most of us, a trip home is
t merely
a short car ride away, but
t how would you like to travel thouof miles just to see your part sands
Well, sophomore Monica de
t ents?
la Hoya does just that twice a year
t since
she came to the United States

de la Hoya Happy

Hartlines
Grizzly Columnist

February 10, 1989

t

t
t

t
t
t

in Philadelphia, so she is not totally
isolated from ties with her family.
Monica is currently a business
major, though she was originally a
drama major in Miami. Her interest in the theater, however, has not
died and she is considering a minor
in Communications. During this
semester, she will be a tutor for the
Spanish Department and will. be
running some of the live labs.
Although it is difficult, Monica,
her two sisters, Cynthia and Orinthia, her brother Pablo, and her
parents try to meet in E:I Salvador
twice a year for the summer and
Christmas. "It is nice to go home,"
she says. Monica added that
because of the close, family-like
atmosphere of Ursin us, she is happy
to deal with the distance from her
family.

t
t
t
t
t
t

t
t

Bien

Frankly Speaking

Food: ••••
Atmosphere: •••
Service: •••
Cost: moderate (about $ 10/ person)

Box 5955

Berkeley, Ca. 94705

February 1~, 1989
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v.c. Aims for Title

BY MATT WEINTRAUB

OJ The Grizzly

.--~
~

battle Saturday..

Ursin us Slays F&M

BY BRIDGET ALGEO

OJ The Grizzly
Had Goliath had the opportunity
to converse with the women's basketball team of Franklin & Marshall College, he might have warned
them of the little-guy-beat-big-guy
syndrome. Too bad for the Lady
Diplomats that the old giant has
been dead for a couple thousand
years now and was not able to
convey the message before they
traveled to Ursinus College to play
tbe Lady Bears basketbaU squad
last Saturday night. It was then
that the Ursinus women played the
role of David, the little rockslinging slayer, as they knocked
over F&M, the nation's 4th-ranked
team in Division III, with a score
of 85-77.
Though F&M came to town
with a giant of their own, 6-3 junior center Anne Krumrine, who
-in addition to junior Cathy Beltzer
- bas accumulated over 1,000
(IOints in her college career, the
tady Bears took a rather playful
attitude with the highly-touted clut.
handed them only their second
of the season and snapped the
.JIIljpIC)millts' eleven game winning
With ammunition of their
in the form of pesky point
Veronica Algeo, leading
and rebounder Laura Letuthe verge of her own
point), and two all-MAC
Deb Martin and Trina
Ursinus battled to a win

that put the overall collegiate record
of 3rd year coach Lisa OrtlipCornish at an even 34-34.
Despite a rocky start by the
Ursinus squad and a confident
beginning by F&M, the complexion of the contest was primarily
contro\1ed by U.c.'s team-oriented
play. After the initial seven minutes of play, when it appeared that
the Lady Bears would become yet
another victim to their 18-1 counterparts, a divine inspiration seemingly overcame Ursinus as they
introduced their trademark fastbreak to F&M. In the midst of this
revelation that the squad from
Lancaster, PA was definitely most
beat able, Deb Martin experienced
an epiphany of her own. Martin's
final tally of 21 points and her
all-out court play (5 aSSists, 6
steals) in forty minutes of clutch
play made her performance easily
her best this season. Algeo, too, in
addition to recovering from a
digestive tract illness, turned in an
outstanding performance, scoring
18 points and offering out 12
assists. Down below, Letukas and
Derstine tamed the usually domineering Krumrine, limiting her to
7 second-half points. On the offensive end, Dersine nailed in 18
points and hauled down 10 rebounds while Letukas, celebrating
her 22nd birthday with the victorious upset, came through with 14
markers and wiped the glass clean
of8 caroms. Judy Facciolini, vete-

ran and tri-captain of the program,
displayed some clutch shooting (6
points) and provided solid court
play, as did sophomores Donna
Greybek and Helga Steidle, and
freshman sensation Megan Chmiel
(6 points, 5 rebounds).The team
play was most exemplified in the
non-stop support from the bench
which kept the emotion going for
their teammates out on the court.
FoUowing the weekend upset,
the Lady Grizzlies produced their
fourth straight win with a 68-64
win over a young, new-look Eastern CoUege squad on Monday
night. Letukas led the Bears with
20 points, Derstine poured in 17
and snared 13 boards, while Deb
Martin scored 16 and came up
with 7 steals. Algeo dished out 9
assists in the contest, placing her
over the century mark in that category for her 18 games played this
season.
With one giant slain, the Ursinus club (8-2, 14-7) hopes to give a
repeat performance tomorrow
evening at 6:00 p.m. in the Bear
Cave at Helferrich Hall, when they
face another powerhouse, No.1
Moravian College (10-0, 15-4). If
the Bears expect any chance of
regaining first place in their division, this win is a must. One nice
thing the Ursinus team may want
to remember, Goliath is not around
to give any advice to Moravian
either.

One week and two games later,
our Grizzlies are griml y dead-locked
in a four way tie for first place in
league play. With a 5-2 league
record, Ursinus is tied with rival
Washington, Johns Hopkins, and
Widener. However, ifthe past two
games are an indication of which
direction the team is heading, then
the signs are definitely positive.
In league action, Ursinus utterly
destroyed a young Haverford team
by 104-55, as Tom Shivers led six
double figure scorers with 17
points. On the road, the Grizzlies
fared just as weU as they roUed
over Penn State-Harrisburg by
116-76 as they scored 70 points in
the second half alone. Sixth man
Pete Smith led aU scorers with 23,
while four others also had double
figures.
With the league race heating to
a boil, I thought it would be a good
time to get a player's perspective

on the season thus far. I managed
to catch senior captain Tom Shiversjust before practice as the team
was preparing to play Arch-rival
Washington (Saturday 8PM).
Shivers said that the team is disappointed with its 14-8 record so
far. At the beginning of the season,
most people expected anywhere
from 19 to 22 wins this year.
However, the difference between
their 14 wins and the 19 or so
projected, have been decided by
five one point losses.
Considering all the near misses
and disappointments thus far,
Shivers says that the team feels fortunate to be in this position. With
two of their three games left to
play against contenders Washington and Widener, the team doesn't
have to rely on anyone but themselves to win the league title. If the
team can win its last three games,
aU in the league, it will advance to
the plavoffs. Once Ii team, any

See Title P.7

O'Malley Leaps to Nationals
BY KATHY BOWERS

OJ The Grizzly
"I looked over and sa w her clear
the bar and then she started jumping around like a maniac and hugging everybody," said Dawn Warner of teammate and women's
field and track co-captain Dorothy
O'Malley. Last Friday night at
Lafayette College, O'Malley qualified for the 1989 outdoor track
and field championships in the
high jump. She jumped 1.66 meter
(5'5 112") to earn the chance to
compete for A\1-American status.
O'Malley, a junior English
major from King of Prussia, had
met the standards for the national
indoor championship one week
earlier (5'5"), but does not yet
know if she will compete because
only a small number of women
can go. However, her jump last
Friday guaranteed her trip to outdoor nationals in May.
When O'Malley was a senior at
Bishop Kenrick High School, she
was recruited by both Ursinus
coach Bob Shoudt and LaSalle.
When Shoudt told her that if she
came to Division III Ursinus, she
could become an All-American,
she took the bait.
Says O'Malley,"I love competition, I love the pressure, and I love

to win." Her spirit and desire have
become a necessity to the team as a
whole. Field coach John Barber
says, "Whenever the team needed
a good performance, Dorothy was
always there." As well as being an
exceptionally talented athlete,
O'Malley is also what Barber calls
"a real leader. " As co-captain, she
has developed supportivce and
encouraging relationships with
teammates, especially the other
jumpers.
Although the high jump is
O'Ma\1ey's best event (she won the
MAC champions last year), Barber
believes she is underrated in the
triple jump, in which her personal
best of35'3" is only about a foot of
qualifying for nationals.
In the coming outdoor season,
Barber would like to see O'Malley
shoot for 5'8" in the high jump, for
which she could certainly join cocaptain Gwen O'Donahue as an
All-American. (O'Donahue placed
sixth in the 3000 meter run in outdoor nationals during her freshman year). But for now, the excitement of having qualified is enough.
Teammate Kristin White says,
"She's wanted this for a long
time." Warner adds, "Nobody
deserves it more than her."
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Women's Indoor Inspiring •••• u. C. Fields Strong Squad

BY DOROTHY O'MALLEY

Of The Grizzly
Being a co-captain of the wo-

My first event was the high
jump, and, for those of you who
don't know me, well. . . it's my

Sue Haux ran the 880 in 2:33.9 . •
Teammates Teresa Springer
(2:39.6), Kristen White (2:39.6), •

plaining about how much I hate to
run just so I can keep in shape to
jump up and down all day long.
Well, to make what could be a
very long story short, I wound up
qualifying for the outdoor national
championship meet by jumping 5'
5 and 112" (1.66 meters). Not to
brag anymore, I also won the
event.
While I was jumping over that
bar, my teammates were doing the
one thing abouttrack that I like the
least. They were running.
Sue Wehner had an exceptional
night, breaking the school record
in the 440 and tying the school
record in the 220. Shesaid that my
qualifying inspired her, but, no
question about it. Sue has a lot of
talent, and it shows. Her time in
the 440 was 63 flat, and her time
for the 220 was 28.6

Of The Grizzly

The men's track team traveled
to Lehigh University to run a meet
(2:58.4)
at the Philip Rauch Field House
Dawn Warner had the night off. on January 27th. The Bears ran
from her best events, the triple and
well in the distance events and the
long jumps. She ran the high hur- • field events, but they lacked particdies and finished in sixth place
ipants in the shorter distances.
with a time of 10.5.
•
Gwen O'Donohue and Kris
Mark Wilhelms ran 2: I 4 for the
Wagner ran the mile. Even though. 800 meters. In the 1000 meters,
she's been sick (like the rest of the. Mike McMullin won in a personal
best time of 2:22.3. Brad Meister
campus), O'Donohue still ran a
5:22.6, a good time for a healthy. followed closely with 2:26. In the
person. Wagner's time ~as 5:29.3
mile run, McMullin sqowed that
On a final note, I would just like. he was peaking for this meet by
to thank a few people who have! finishing with a strong 4:25. This
helped me. Thanks to the Ursin us. was another personal best for
coaches for always pushing me.. McMullin. John Martin. coming
Thanks to my dad for always
off a successful cross-country seabeing proud of me. Thanks to my. son, ran 4:29. Tim Driscoll powmentor (you know who you are),: ered across the line in 4:30. Wiland a special thanks to all my. helms bounced back from his
teammates for putting up with me. previous race with a 4'51 in the
mile.
and always supporting me.
Tonight the team will run in the.
first PAIA W championship meet..
The two mile run, 161aps around ~

:tvn~~t~:~: ;~:n~~l:o~:~t::r::~ :~;~~~~y~ro~:~~u~;;:e!so:~~~~ :~~ ~~t~~/e~~~~.OwitCh
ing this article for The Grizzly.
After all, who should know more
about the team and what it does
than one of its captains. But there
are some problems. My biggest
problem is covering the team,
myself included, without sounding
biased. I usually try to state my
performance briefly and concentrate more on my teammates. I
know from experience that writing
about yourself can cause people to
think you have a big head and
sometimes create disharmony within a team . But. good people of the
Ursinus community, I just have to
take this one moment to "brag"
about myself.
Last Friday night, our team had
a meet at Lafayette University. We
competed against Lehigh, Kutztown, St. Joseph's, and, of course,
Lafayette.

BY NEIL SCHAFER
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the track. proved to be the event
that tested the mind more than the
body Despite the monotony, John
Martin ran 9:53. Tim Driscoll was
right on Martin's heels with a 9:54.
Jim Heinze. coming off an injuryplagued cross-country season, ran
in his first competitive race with a
10:01 Rob Hacker, a veteran of
the racing circuit, ran 10:33 over
the two mile distance. Neil Schafer
struggled in with an II :03; Schafer
was plagued with shinsplints previous to the meet.

t
t

t

The Ursinus two mile relay
team put ID a good effort, finishing
in second place with a time of
8:37 The runners on the team
were Brad Meister. Mike McMullin. Mark Wilhelms, and John
Martin.
In the longjump, freshman Kent
Wagner cleared 17'11". He leaped
36'2" in the triple jump as well. In
the shot put, Lon Zonis. competing

**+-***** *****************************+***** **********-***************** "* in his first collegiate meet, tossed
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Taking off with the Aquabears.
BY JUDD WOYTEK

Of The Grizzly
The Aquabears took a three
hour bus ride Saturday to where
no man (or woman) has gone
before... Susquehanna. The pool
area was dark and the team's
enthusiasm was low. The men's
team did pull off a win but the
women's team suffered another
loss, mainly because of low numbers. This brought the teams record
to 5-4 men and 3-8 women.
Tuesday night was a bit more
exciting. The women's team suffered a loss to the girls from Glassboro, but the eight Ursinus women

did have a very good meet.
They started the night off with a
win in the 400 yard medley relay
with the team composed of Jen
Hoeberg, Mary Garret, Chrissy
Gellert and Cindy Hoyt. Denise
. Downie and Michelle Zinn kept
up the pace by taking second and
fifth respectively in the 200 yard
freestyle.
Hoeberg captured a first in the
50 yard free backed by Hoyt (3rd)
and Barbars Jo Scull (6th). Gellert
and Judy Spangler went on to take
second and fourth in the 200 yard
individual medley and second and
third in the 200 fly. Garret, Hoyt

and Zinn took first, second and
fifth in the 100 yard free, while
Hoeberg and Downie placed
second and fifth respectively in the
100 yard backstroke.
Scull soloed in the 500 yard free
and captured a third place. Garret
and Spangler took first and fourth
respectively in the 100 yard breaststroke. The women lost the meet
72-140.
The men's meet was a close race
all night long. The guys started off
with the 400 yard medley relay
team of Chris Keohane, Todd
Robinson, Matt Landis and Frank
Chrzanowski taking a second to
the Glassboro team.
This soon turned around as
freshman Steve Grubb swam an
excellent 1000 yard freestyle,
breaking his own team record, in
10:14:53. Chris Fonst and Chranowski placed second and fifth
respectively in the 1000. Judd
W oytek and Ted Manser captured
200 yard free to place second
while Jon Huber and Mikal Cyr
came in fourth and fifth respectively.
Charles Kullman sped through
the 50 freestyle to take a first place,
followed by Fred Brown and Matt
Landis who captured fourth and
fifth. Scott Robinson, Keohane
and Todd Robinson placed 1-2-3
in the 200 yard I.M. and Woytok,
Grubb and Julio Omano took
first, second and fifth respectively
in the 200 butterfly.
Kullman and Brown again took
first and third in the 100 yard free
followed by a fifth place from
Brian McGeorge. Scott Robinson,

·
:
,me
..

~
~

W oytek was touched out in the
second, third and sixth in the 200
yard breaststroke while Grubb,
Fonst and Huber came in first,
fourth and third in the 500 yard
free.
Todd Robinson and McGeorge
placed second and fifth in the 200
yard breast. This left the 400 yard
free relay. Ursinus needed to either
win this event or get second and
third to win the meet. The reason
for this was that Glassboro had
brought a diving team and, since
diving is a NCAA event they were
allowed to score points in this
event, even though the Grizzly
team doesn't ha\e any divers.
The" A" rela~ of Kullman, Scott
Robinson, Huber and Brown swam
a great race but lost to the strong
Glassboro relay by only two
seconds. This left the Ursinus "B"
relay composed of Foust. Chrzanowski, Keohane and Landis. The
race between them anmd the "B"

~

38'2". Ken Sprankle cleared a
height of II feet in the pole vault .

..

A week later, the Bears drove to

~ Delaware University to compete

.. in an indoor meet. This time the
~ Bear squad included a contin~ent
.. of sprinters and short distance
~ runners. Lou Haenel debuted this
.. season with a time of 6.8 seconds
.. in the 60 meter run. In another
~ heat of the 60 meter run, Bill Bun.. nell ran 7.2. Bunnell also turned
: in a fine performance in the 400
.. meter run with a time of 54.8.
'+ John Mellody breezed through the
: 800 meter run with a time of2:04.
.. Mellody competed for the first
~ time since Spring 1988 and proved
.. himself a force to be reckoned with
.. in the MAC.

*'
*'*' Brad Meister ran a super time in
*' the 1000 meter run with a 2:41. In
:
..
:
..

~

..
..
The "A" relay of Kullman, Scott
:
Robinson, Huber and Brown swan
..
a great race but lost to the strong
Glassboro team by two seconds.
This left the meet up to the Ursinus ~
"B" relay team of Foust, Chrza- ..
nowski, Keohane and Landis. The :
_race came all the way down to the ..
last length. Fortunately for the ..
Aquabears, Landis was in great :
shape and touched out the Glass- ..
boro team. Ursinus won 114-113. ~
The swimmers travel to F & M ..
on Saturday and return for their ..
last home mmet against Loyola on :
..
Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.

....

the 1500 meter run, Mike McMullin continued his streak of personal
bests with a 4:05. He placed 5th in
a field of 61 runners. In the 3000
meters. Rob Hacker ran a satisfying 9:30 and Brian Drummond
ran 9:36. Hacker and Drummond
will both run the steeplechase in
the spring.
In the 5000 meter run, Tim Driscoli and Julin Martin crossed the
finish hne at the same time. They
were clocked in 15:32; John was
given 10th place and Tim 1 hh.
Freshman sensation Joe Kershner
ran 15:44 over the distance. Jim
Heinze ran just over 16 minutes.
The Ursinus Bears will travel to
Haverford College to campete in 11
meet on February 12.
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Gu~ Who's Coming for Dinner?

Scholarhsips
to Scotland

SENIOR DINNER:
February 12, 5:30-7:30 p.m.
Alumni Volunteers:

Peter F. Small, Assistant Aca-

Mark Hinkel '85: Assistant Buyer for the Clover Division of Strawbridge and Clothier. As a student,
Mark was an Economics and Business Administration maJ'or', additionally, he was a member of ZX
fraternity, vice-president of U.S.
G . A ., and a member ofth e Iacrosse

demic Dean and chairman of the
Biology Department has announced that the St. Andrew's
society of Philadelphia, for the
32nd consecutive year, is awarding scholarships to outstanding
college sophomores who wish to
spend their junior year at a Scot\lsb University.
During these years, 77 students
from 18 colleges and universities
have been selected. Ursinus has
been fortunate enough to have had
17 winners, more than any other
rarticipating college or university
including the University of Pennsylvania, Temple, Bucknell, Haverford, Swarthmore and Dickinson. An Ursinus student, Vincent
Leskuski, is currently in Scotland
as one of the winners for this aca-

Rutgers) Medical School in New
Jersey, Arvind served as president
of the Pi Omega Delta fraternity
and secretary of the pre-medical
society. A pre-med major. he was
elected to Cub and Key in his
senior year.
Come on all you Phi Psi. ZX,
P
and OD folks-grab a free dinner
and a chance to exchange stories
with these former UC students!
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Arvind Srinivasan '87: CurrentIy a second-year medical student at
Robert Wood Johnson (formerly

Seniors who have signed up to
date: Tycho Fredefl cks, Daniel
Green, Jenny Wertz, Gillian Murray, Robert Hartzell, Christine
White, Barbara Heacock.
A ddltionally,
'
Ken Schaefer, .!J...
"""('S'
Director of Corporate and Foundation Relations, and Lisa Tremper
Barnes, Director of the Berman.
Art Center, will be on hand . Want
to talk art? The new Olin Build- {+
ing? These are the staff people with {+
the answers!
..!.L

I"

"""('S'

club.
Darla Wilson '77: Executive
Recruiter for Mellon Bank's Human Resources Department. As a
student, Darla. a political science
major, served as president of Phi
Alpha Psi sorority.

~w~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~",J:

~~

This year, for the first time,
there will be four Scholarship
awards, providing for a year at
either the University of St. Andrews, the University of Edinburgh, or the University of Aberdeen. The amount of each award
will be $8,000 and should be adequate to cover most of the expenses
incurred. The competion is open
to male and female sophomores
wbo are strong academically, who
are active in extracurricular organizations, and who are Hheld in high
H
regard by their contemporaries.
Anyone who is interested in
applying should see Dr. Small in
the Biology Department, Room
116, before February 24, 1989.
Applicants will be interviewed by
an Ursinus College Committee and
the winning candidate will then be
interviewed in Philadelphia by the
Scholarship Committee of the St.
Andrew's Society together with
candidates from othe! colleges and
universities.
Dr. Small has expressed the
hope of the entire Ursinus community that we shall have this year
yet another winner of this coveted
honor and opportunity.
~ ........ ¥ .............. Jt.. .... ..
,Title from P.5
team, reaches the playoffs, previous records are virtually meaninatess as a new post-season playoff

starts.
Shivers feels that the team can
still potentially have a great year,
depending on their playoff hopes.
l'be Bears have shown flashes of
~nce al\ season. Shivers feels
Ibat if the team plays as it's capalilt. then there is no team in the
Dlry that can stop them. If the
are peaking now, as the
victories in a row would
then Shivers may be right!

\ ' The Fruit,
The Whole Fruit,
and Nothing
But The Fruit!

Now at Zack's!

Creamy Soft Serve Treat
Only 20 Calories per fl. oz.
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Sergeant Grizz Sez:
The Bear Facts Are:
NOTE: The Bear Facts is an ongoing report of events and
incidents in which the Ursinus Security Department and its officers become involved on campus and within the Residential
Village. Each week the column will feature some incidents which
have taken place the prior week that are of interest to the entire
college community. It is not the intent here to embarrass anyone-we just report The Bear Facts
Friday, February 3-1:10 p.m.-A female student was walking on
the 600 block of Main Street, when a late model BMW, occupied by a
well-dressed white male in his thirties, pulled alongside of her, and the
man asked a number of personal questions. The student ignored his
questions and continued to the Main Campus, where she called
Security. Sgt. Grizz commends the student for the way in which she
handled this matter. The report was turned over to the Collegeville
Police.
Saturday, February 4-1:55 a.m.-An unidentified male wearing an
Ursinus College jacket knocked and gained entrance to one of the
wo men's houses on Main Street. He then knocked at a resident's door
and when no one answered, left the building, went outside, and
bang!!d on a room window. This action alarmed the occupant of the
room, who called Security. A check of the area by Security Officers
met with negative results. Sgt. Grizz advises all students that they
should use caution in admitting visitors to their residences, especially
at this time of night.
Saturday, February 4-4:45 p.m.-A Resident Assistant ca\led
Security and reported icy conditions on the steps at Reimert. Security
checked and called for Maintenance who salted this area. It was
learned that students cleaning their suite and the immediate area had
washed down the surface, causing ice to form . Thanks to quick
thinking by the RA to report this potential hazard, no one was injured.
Saturday, Feburary 4-11:35 p.m.-A member of the Collegeville
community called the police and reported loud music coming from a
house on Main Street. Security responded, and occupants complied
with requests to lower the stereo.
Sunday, February 5-12:55 a.m.-Security Officers observed a student walking with the new sign that had been posted at the Grizzly
Bridge. Although a favorite item used for room decoration, removal
of signs from on and off campus is considered theft.
Wednesday, February 8-4:20 a.m.-A Security Officer responded
to a call of a broken room window on the second floor of Reimert.
The unknown person(s) who had broken the window were not
located.

{+
{+
AIRBAND: Register now for the Sixth Annual Airband:• {+
Competition. The deadline for registration is February 17. Pick ••
{+
up the form in the Student Activities Office and get ready for a:
{+
fun-filled ni~ht. Tickets and t-shirts will be on sale throughout the:
{+
week of the charity event. This night is sponsored annually:
Resident Assistants.
: {+
• {+
{+
TIP OF THE WEEK: IF YOU'RE BEING FOLLOWED
{+
* Don't give information or directions to questio~abJ.e strangers.
{+ * Cross the street and change dlfection. An auto cannOt easily reverse
{+
direction.
Campus Paperback Bests~lIers
{+ * Go to a well lighted area. Enter a store, house, residence
{+
classroom or library- ANYWHERE THERE ARE PEOPLE.
1 The Essential Calvin and Hobbes, bV Bill Wate rso"
(Andrews & McMeel, $ t 2 95 ) More CalVin & Hobbes ca noo"S
{+ * Notice and rememher as much as possible about the person, and if
2. The Bonfire of the Vanities. bV Tom Wolle (Bantam, $4 95
Lust. greed and the Amencan way 01 tile ,n the 80s
'an .auto is used, get a good description especially!license
{+
3. The Tommyknockers, bV Stephen King (Signet NAL. $595 I number.
{+
The latesl bV the "King " 01 horrors

....................•

4. The Far Side Gallery 3, bV Gary Larson IAndrews & McMee
$10 95) Selected cartoons !rom three prevIous col'ectlons
5. Beloved, bV Toni MOrrison (Plume/ NAL. $8 95 )
ProloundlV aflectlng chronicle 01 slavery and Its anermath
6. The Cat who came for Christmas, bV Cleveland Amory
(Penguin $6 95 ) Amory's life With a stray
7. Separated at Birth? bV Spy MagaZine. Eds
(Doubl edav. $6.95 ) Unlikelv lookalikes
B. Tales too Ticklish to Tell, bV Berke Breathed
(Unle, Brown, $7 95) More of Bloom Counry
9. The Power of Myth, bV Joseph Campbell and Bill Movers
(Doubledav. $19 95) How mythologv Illuminates stages of life
10. The Dark Tower: The Gun.llnger, bV Stephen King
(Plume NAL, $10 95) Young man s pursuit of an eVil force

.,_ . . . . ,,_.v·____ ..

_~_-

..-.-- ...
~

New & Recommended
The Trial of Socrates, bV I. F Stone (Anchor. $9.95) Intollectual
thnller. bnngoog the characters and the community of ancient
Athens to life
The Holocaultln Hillory, bV MIChael A Marrus (Mendlan ' NAL.
58.95 ) ComprehenSive assessment of the vast hlstoncal literature
on the Holocaust
The Day I Bealme an Aulodldecl, bV Kendall Hallev· (Delta.
58.95) A complicated lournev of growing up In a most unusual
famllv
_
AuoaaTlONOF .....................T1CIMAL&IIOCIAllONfJ'COlL1GiITOAU

UC Student Discount20% Off Membership Fee

VCR Rentals ___ .___ .. _... _._._._. __ .. _$7.95
Weekend Special .__ ... _.. ,_. $19.95
Pick up VCR Friday-Return Monday
Free Popcorn with every rental
COLLEGEVILLE SHOPPING CENTER
Rt. 29 and Ridge Pike

489 - 4003
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OPINION
His Cheating

Makes Twice

BY JUDD WOYTEK

the exam in your hands. You page
through it and see a problem that
You enter the Wismer Audito- you don't know how to do. You
rium. People are rushing around think to yourself "why couldn't I
trying to remember where their have written down aU the equaexam seat is. You are paging tions like this guy?" He has already
through your exam notes one last begun his test and his cheat sheet is
time. You have studied for the past sitting out on his desk! You look
four nights fQr this aU-important around the room for the instructor.
She is in the front of the room
exam.
You sit down in your seat, the talking to a student assistant. She is
instructor gives out final instruc- not even walking around the room
tions and then begins to hand out to look for cheating.
You feel compeUed to get up
the exam. You studied your heart
out, and you know that you will and go say something to the
do well. While you are waiting for instructor; but wait, if you do that
your exam, you overhear the per- everyone will know. They will
son next to you teUing the girl think you are a nark. And what
behind him that he "never even about the guy who you turn in? He
opened the book until last night." and his frat brothers might come
You then see him puU a small sheet after you and hunt you down!
of paper out of his pocket and What do you do?
show it to the girl. It's a cheat
You try to ignore what is hapsheet!
pening right in front of you and go
You glance towards the instruc- on with the exam. Every few mintor who is on the other side of the utes you look over at ~he guy's
room and doesn't see a thing going paper, and you see that he is still
on near you. You can't believe it. cheating. He doesn't know any of
You studied aU week, and this guy the material. He's just copying off
copied aU the information on a that small piece of paper. Just
small piece of paper last night.
then, he starts to get up. You
A few seconds later, you have haven't even finished the first page

Of The Grizzly

of the exam and he's done already.
You think about turning him in
again, but decide not to. You figure that your grade is all that is
important and why should you
worry about him. He's only cheating himself. It's no concern of
yours. You go on and finish your
exam and forget about the entire
thing.
The next week, the instructor
hands back the exams. You got an
82. That wasn't too bad. It's a B-;
that's ok with you. You look for
the guy that was sitting next to you
during the exam. You see him with
a bupch of his friends . He is bragging about how he cheated and got
a 96. You can't believe it. The guy
cheats and then brags about it in
front of everyone! But you keep
silent...
Should we let things like this
continue? Do you want this to
happen to you? Or are you one of
the cheaters?
Most of the students on this
campus are mature enough to know
that cheating will only hurt them,
so they don't cheat. Installing an
honor code at Ursinus would prevent those students who do cheat

Hallinger Argues for Proposal 42:
BY MARK HALLINGER

Of The Grizzly
Much has been written on the
NCAA's passing of Proposal 42,
an amendment to Proposition 48.
Georgetown basketball coach John
Thompson's dramatic series of
walk-offs has brought further
attention to the controversy.
Proposition 48 is an attempt by
the NCAA to tighten the horribly
lax academic standards many Division I athletes are allowed to
maintain. This proposition, which
has little opposition, allows schools
to accept'an athlete with a poor academic record on scholarship, providing the student does not participate in athletics until academic
standards are met. Proposal 42 is
the source of controversy. It states
that athletic scholarships cannot
be granted unless academic standards (700 SAT and a "C" average)
are met before acceptance.
Charges of racism have been
put forth by basketball coaches
John Chaney and John Thompson. These charges, which state
that socioeconomically deprived
students (mostly black) are discriminated against by the ruling,
have some merit. Individuals in
inner-city schools are definitely at
an academic disadvantage when
compared with students from more
affluent surroundings.

"What kind of information are
we sending disadvantaged kids?"
asks Chaney in his rejection of
Proposal 42, referring to the perceived opportunities available to
minority youth.
Chaney's point, regarding the
perceived signals academic institutions are sending potential students,

The Test

For You

from doing so. It would make
classes equal for everyone. Most
importantly, having an honor code
at Ursinus would not really change
the current academic policies that
much.
Plagiarism and cheating are
already outlined as violations of
Academic Honesty on pages 1418 in the Student Handbook. If
you read through this section of
the handbook and compare it to

he/she must suffer the consequences. Of course, you stiU don't want
turn in your best friend for bringing a cheat sheet to an exam.
Would you turn him/her in to the
authorities if he/she was stealing
money from your company or
stole a piece of your property?
I would also be very angry if I
saw that same guy that cheated on
that exam end up in a higher positioned job at the company where I
was employed. I'd wonder what
he did. Maybe he falsified his
resume. Think about it...

the sample honor code printed in
the next issue, you will find they
are basically the same. The only
difference is that with an honor
code, it is thOe student's responsibility, first of al~, no(to cheat, and
secondly, to tum in cheaters.
Every student must sign the
honor code and abide by it. If a
student were to violate the code,

Academics Before Athlete

is the heart of the matter; 1, however, feel that these signals support
Proposal 42. I question a society
that encourages youth, particularly
minority youth, to aspire to be prafessional athletes instead of educated professionals. The emphasis
of many coUege bound minority
athletesois on athletics rather than
academics; this must change if any

long term socioeconomic benefits
for the class as a whole are to be
derived.
I realize that underprivileged
school systems must have more
money to attract quality teachers
and to purchase up-ta-date equipment. The difficulty in getting a
decent high school education is

still no reason to continue to use
what my sociology textbook refers
to as "the myth of sport" as a legitimate avenue for minority advancement. The fact remains that
fewer that 3000 blacks are professional athletes, in insignificant
number of jobs.
Some may argue that many students would not be in school at all
without athletic scholarships. This
may be true; it simply highlights
the need for the restructuring of the
"message" being sent to underprivileged youth.
A hna! argument ,n favor of
Proposal 42 deals with fairness.
What kind of message is being sent
to the slightly above average
minority student who can't play
basketbaU or football? He or she
may fail to get scholarship money
(and thus fail to enter college)
because of lack of athletic talent.
What are universities for? Are
they the NBA's minor league, or
institutions of higher learning?
Athletics are an important part of
any school's overall social scene,
but they should not flourish at the
expense of academic integrity. I
would like to see students (particularly minorities) e~er college with
thoughts of academic careers rather
than mythical athletic inspirations.
This would benefit society in general
with regard to minority interests.

bruarY 10. 1989
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Ask Gabby

IV GABRIELLE DE BOCA
Grizzly Advice Columnist
car Gabby,
I really like tattoos. I think a
DOd tattoO looks great on anyone~e or female. I've been thinking
a lOut getting one on my forearm
rabout a year now, but both my
I trents and my girlfriend have
. reatened to remove the tattoo at
I cshoulder if I ever get it done!
III not talking about a battleship,
"Harley Davidson" or a snake.
II maybe a small tiger or my
reek letters. What do you think?
.1 tacky?
Sincerely,
A Tattoo Lover

Greenstein Grabs Grim 'Just Right'

might be time to find a new boyfriend who can fUlfill all your
needs.
Gabby

If you have a question for Gabby,
put the letter in The Grizzly mailbox in the English Department or
slip it under the door of the Student Publications Office on the
third floor of Bomberger. She will
respond as promptly as possible!

BY STEVE GRIM
Grizzly Music Critic
Robin Greenstein, a gifted musician and singer, brought her act
to the Wismer alcove last Thursday night and gave the Ursinus
campus a taste of the New York
Coffeehouse scene.
Her two hour show included
material from her debut album,
"Slow Burn," and classic songs
from such artists as Joni Mitchell,

Judy Collins, The Beatles and Bob
Dylan. Miss Greenstein was cheered
on by a standard Ursinus crowd of
no more than twenty students (Dan
Green wasn't there), but in a way,
it worked out for the better. The
small crowd allowed her to cater
more to the tast~ of the students.
She performed several requested
songs, and added background
information about her own works
and colorful anecdotes about some

of the "stars" with whom she has
worked. She has a mellow acoustic, "kick back and take it easy"
style that is just right after a long
day's work. Her music is, as her
promo flyers advertise, "Music to
relax to, music to cry by, music to
make out to." While she's probably not the next Joan Baez (who?),
she is definitely putting out some
music that's worth the listening.

Tattoo,
If you really want a tattoo, and
" have no doubts what-sa-ever,
it II's your body. Just remember,
/100 is PERMANENT. Once you
, iI, you're stuck with it. You
/ghl want to consider getting the
~oo in a less obvious place than
~r forearm,though, because your
~ents and your girlfriend are the
,es who don't want to see it.
~ybe you could get it done in a
~conspicuous place-then everyIe will be happy.
Gabby
rtlr

U

'ear Gabby,
Please help! I was partying in
,friend's room last Friday night,
't was a lot of fun until my
riend got mad at me for spilbeer on him. He then locked
If in the closet with his best
end for 45 minutes! They
uJdn't come out. My boyfriend
I have only been going out for
to months, but he hasn't done
lore than just kiss me! I'm not a
bad" girl, but I am concerned. Do
ou think he is a homosexual?
lelpfl
Sexually Frustrated

~

Frustrated.
II's not for me to judge whether
is a homosexual or not since I
Iy know what you have told me.
aybe he just needed a close
end 10 talk 10, and they talk betin dark, locked closets. I sugI that the next time he kisses
U, try being more forward and
III about your intentions. Make
r .e./lrn move-maybe he's shy. If
rUIII away and locks himself in
clOlet with his buddy again, it

oming Soon
from

ck's Place

No one knows how to create a pizza like
Domino's Pizza~ We use only the finest, freshest
ingredients in every custom-made pizza. And we
guarantee you'll love the taste. If not we'll bring
you another pizza or a full refund. We also
guarantee to deliver your hot, delicious pizza in
30 minutes or less. If we're late, you get $3.00 off
your order.

r-------------------,
I

I
I
I

Call us.
948-3434

n1-B Walnut SI.
Store hours

4 PM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.
4 PM-2 AM Fri. & Sal.

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
© 1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

I

Present this coupon to receive $1.00

One coupon per pizza. Not good
with any other offer. Includes rebate
of sales tax if applicable. Good at
participating locations only.
Expires: 3/5/89

III.

~

$1.00 off
off anyone-item or more pizza.

So what are you waiting for. Call Domino's
Pizza today!

Royersford

I

Safe, Friendly, Free
Delivery

i8

Ilt~
~~

L~------

II

____________J
I
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Grim's Law
BY KATHERINE GRIM

Of The Grizzly
Last week, I talked about the
illness creeping across our campus.
Please don't get the impression
that I'm trying to be The Grizzly's
new medical expert, but I feel
there is another serious medical
issue which must be addressed. It is
"Morning Sickness." No, not that
kind of morning sickness. I mean
the disease which causes some
people to rise at really sick hours of
the morning-like anytime before
7:30 a.m.
These people have the mistaken
belief that sleeping until 8:00, 9:00,
or 10:00 is "sleeping the da y a way"
and is a sign of a lazy person. Some
of these Morning Sickness victims
are quiet about their disease. They
sneak about quietly, make excuses
about only being able to study
while everyone else is sleeping,
and lay in bed until 9:30 on the
weekends in an effort to fit in.
Others are more open about
their disease. "Rise early in the
morning, and the world will rise
with you," they say. Well, of
course the world will rise with you
when you're blowing your hair dry
in the hallway at 6:00 a.m. These
are the type of weirdos who call
people at 8:30 on a Saturday
morning and say, "Oh, I'm sorry.
Did I wake you?"
My roommate and I have had a
running debate about this morning
thing since we met last year. Sue
has this idea in her head that it's
best to get up early to get a jump
on the day. "You know, get your

blood moving, enjoy a cup of tea
with the rising sun," she says gleefully . Her alarm goes off at 6: 17
a.m. Monday through Friday, and
each day she hits the snooze once
(maybe twice if she's really tired)
and then jumps down out of her
bed. Even if she's running extremely
late, she gets herself to breakfast by
7:45.
I have tried to point out the
advantages of my morning routine
as compared to hers, but she just
doesn't get it. Sue, believe that
since somebody went through the
trouble of in venting snooze alarms,
people should take advantage of
them. Thus I hit my snooze button
at least five times before I even
open my eyes. I know you're
probably thinking that we have
problems living together because
of the way she so stupidly gets up
at the crack of dawn. This brings
me to another sleeping disorderdeep sleepers vs. light sleepers.
Sue and I would have real problems if I were a light sleeper. You
know them, they're the ones who
open their door and scream at you
for walking down the hall too
loudly. They're the roommates who
whine, grunt, and roll over with a
big sigh if you turn on a 4-watt
night light or open a closet door.
Luckily for Sue (and for me), I'm
the complete opposite of this.
Occasionally, I'll open my eye
and catch a glimpse of my roommate merrily getting her things
together for her classes, and once
in a great while I'll hear her slam
the closet door. I fall into the

"Deep Sleeper" category in a big
way. We deep sleepers are the type
that manage to snore our way
through our roommates morning
routine no matter how loud it may
be. Turning on the overhead light,
moving the metal closet doors,
opening and closing drawers as
well as the door to the hallway all
go completely unnoticed. It takes
my brain so long to wake up in the
morning that I have been known
to hit my snooze for up to two and
a half hours and take a 45 minute
shower without fully opening my
eyes. It's a real attractive sight, let
me tell you.
Perhaps you're wondering why
I'm bringing this to your attention.
Is there any cure for the Morning
Sickness victims? Can we possibly
force the world to sleep until
normal hour? I'm afraid this is
another one of life's mysterious
problems which may never be
solved. I feel, however, that the
public needs to be informed about
these life threatening sleeping disorders. So here I am informing: Be
normal, slee'p late.

a

Bern Mountain Comedy Club
February 10th and lIth, Terry
Gillespie, Kevin Calhoun, and
Buddy Fitzpatrick will be performing. Show starts at 9:45 p.m.
The Bern Mountain Comedy
Club is located on Route 183 in
Reading. Call 926-1200 for information and reservations.
Presented by Bonkers Comedy
Productions.

BY DONNA CUDDEBACK

Of The Grizzly
Valentine's Day is right around
the corner, and soon starry-eyed
lovers will be seen floating across
campus, oblivious to those around
them. Roses and heart-shaped balloons will abound, and stomachs
will turn in disgust as couples
embrace passionately anywhere and
everywhere.
It seems only fitting that we
review the rules for what is proper
in the line of campus P.D.A-that
is, Public Displays of Affection.
Couples should be alerted as to
what NOT to do so as not to
gross out the rest of the school
population.
Here is a list of things to avoid
doing in public. If you disregard
these rules it could lead to certain
ridicule from your "single" peers.
1. Never engage in lip-lock in
front of buildings. Others may
be trying to maneuver around
you and will not appreciate
the spectacle.
2. Nevw be cutesy and cuddly

WEDDINGS
FUNERALS
BANQUETS
GOURMET
FRUIT
BASKETS

in front of your
especially if he or she is
gle." It makes them sick.
3. Don't shack in the
(Need I say more?)
4. Never wear matching
neck sweaters. Everyone
you are a couple-there's
need to advertise it.
5. Never sit in Wismer
hands and gazing lovi
each other's eyes. The food
bad enough as it is!
6. Never call each other by
pet names (Snugglebear,
bunch, Sweetlips, etc.) in
lic. It's nauseating.
If couples follow these
rules, everyone will be hallOV . . . .
Valentine's Day will be a
for all. And who
campus romances may
other things. Some
join the ranks of the ill
Ursinus couples that have
to get married! But you don't
to make everyone sick in
process!
HAPPY VALENTINE'S

HELIUM
BALLOONS
CUSTOM
SILK
ARRANGEMENTS

UNIQUE
GIFT
ITEMS
MAJOR
CARDS
ACCEPTED
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From America With Love:
, e ..

BY KATHY
BOWERS
0' Th G'
'J
e TlZZ"
Why would an~one want to
leave a sunny Flond~ home and
travel hundreds o~ mIles n~rth to
spend fo~r years ID the raID and
mud capltal.of the free world, our
beloved UrsIDUS College?
. Says ~~. Petersburg native Linda
FISher, I wanted a change of
atmosphere." And now that she's
here, what differences has she noneed between her two homes? In
Florida, "all the animals have fleas,
and all the houses have roaches,"
and Fisher still wonders about
Pennsylvanians who grab their
swimsuits and head for Paisley
Beach on the first day it gets over
SO degrees.
Ninety-seven percent ofUfsinus
students come from nearby Northeastern and New England states.
The remaining three percent come
from all over the U.S., from Calilornia to Maine, from Alaska to
Florida, as well as nine foreign
countries.
When I tell someone that I live
in the Chicago suburbs, and I am
obviously attending Ursinus of my
own free will, my sanity is sometimes questioned. However, I have
a good excuse. I lived twenty minutes away when I enrolled at Ursinus. Many far-distance students
also have some remarkably good
reasons.
. Alaska residenl"Todd Luck has"
lived in Virginia and has parents
who attended Ursinus. Mike Fryer,
from Columbia, South Carolina-:
wanted to get far away from home
and ended up at his mother's alma
mater. Several others have friends
andlor relatives in the area, .ineluding Seattle, W ashington ~&i"
dent Alicia Schloredt, whose only '
East Coast relative lives in Allen-

(

town. Some came for the high
c~liber ~chools. in the area, combIDed wIth UrsIDuS'strong athletic
program. These include basketball
player Brendan ("Y'all") Sharpe;
who carnes from Tennessee; and
football player Slubby Wright, who
makes his home in Maine.
There are, of course, others who
got here by less premeditated ways.
Floridian Fisher was interested
and amused when a forgotten
Ursinus brochure fell out of her
Calculus book. So she applied,
received a scholarship, and enrolled
at Ursin us sight-unseen. Colorado
denizen Michele Zinn was on her
way to visit Drexel with her exPhiladelphian Dad when she happened to stop at the Collegeville
Pizza Hut. One visit to Ursinus,
and here she is.
Once in the Northeast, some
had to deal with the language barrier. When in North Carolina, says
Eleanor Hajian, anything cool is
"killer," the standard greeting is
"hey" instead of "hi" or "yo,"and
summertime trips are to the beach,
not the shore. Fryer adds that Northerners have buddies, but Southerners just have friends.
According to Zinn, the evening
meal in Colorado is called supper,
not dinner. Washingtonian Schloredt defines "black ice" as invisible
road ice in the winter. A "brown
out" in Missouri, says Kristen
Johansen, is a black out during the
day. Most of the U.S. eats subs
instead of hoagies, but the biggest
debate is over what to call carbonated beverages. Midwesterners
drink only pop; Southerners call
everything Coke, and New Englanders drink tonic. But none of
these names matter in Arkansas.
Says Sarah McDermitt, "everyone
drinks Dr. Pepper."

Students Flock to

Th US'IS a mo dern, mo b'lI e
society. Even so, cultural stereotypes and differences throughout
the country remain. California,
assessed by Paul Hawkin~ has a
large mixture and variet· jf peopIe, with the exception ot having
very few Jewish people. Though it
may not be as wild and crazy as its
reputation, Hawkins does believe
it is more laid back than the East.
Californians are not particularly
concerned with keeping plans; they
drive fast and recklessly (in their
'small Japanese sports cars), and
enjoy weekend party trips to Mexico. Though Californians are friendly, Hawkins believes that Easterners are more sincere and honest
Farther up the West coast, in
Washington, Schloredt notes a
strong East Asian influence, evident in the large number of Oriental restaurants and businesses. Possibly related is the frequency of
people who do not have a specific
religion, as opposed to Easterners
who usually identify themselves
with a particular group. One new
experience for Schloredt in the
Atlantic was the presence of horseshoe crabs.

In Central U.S., says Kansas resident Laura Sassman, people are
willing to take you for who you
are, at least within a race. Many of
her Kansas peers have dropped out
of school or just finished high
school, but have no qualms about
opening up to an East Coast college kid. However, prejudice remains strong; there is almost no
recognition of Martin Luther King
Day. In Missouri, says Johansen,
people tend to be more outgoing
and trusting, though Easterners are
quicker, "more aware of what's
going on." Just for the record,

Kansas is not all flat, and Missouri
does have actual cities among the
farms.
Southerners generally agree that
"southern comfort" has its drawbacks. In the South, Hajian says,
"people say hello to you in the
streets," but the friendliness is often
superficial. Northerners are honest, even blunt, less approachable,
. and more cliquish, but, says Fryer,
there is more gossip and backstabbing in the South. McDermitt
agrees that, at least among her
female friends in Arkansas, it's
.harder to make close friends, with
"every woman for herself." She
also notes more materialism, to the
point of needing to flaunt one's
clothing or looks. Sharpe interprets it as a higher fashion conciousness among Southern belles;
they always "dress to kill."
Because of a much higher ratio
of blacks to whites in the South
than North, some Southerners believe there is less open prejudiceeveryone is accustomed to living
with one another. However, others
note that old prejudiced ideas remain deep, dating back to the Civil
War days. Poverty is also a noted
problem. For anyone planning to
travel south of the Mason-Dixon
Line, Southerners warn: you'll have
to eat okra, Bar-B-Q, biscuits and
gravy, collard greens, black-eyed
peas, and above all, grits and pig
anything.
Floridian Paul Antinori believes
that Florida is more laid back than
the North, though" the differences
are slight. He notes the absence of
the "big city attitude," subways,
and the sport of lacrosse. He also
says that on Florida beaches,
"[people] go to swim in the water,"
whereas here people go "to sit in
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the sand." Fisher noticed the prevalence of German influence in the
North, as well as people's pronunciation of "Flahrida ahranges."
Of all U.C. students, Alaskan
Todd Luck comes from farthest
away. Luck sees Alaska as a mixture of the dominating wilderness
and man's attempt to live within it.
Even in his home of the capital
city, Juneau, there are no roads in
or out. There is a glacier visible
from his back yard, and he sometimes sees black bears or eagles.
Alaskans tend to 'be independent,
though always willing to help a
neighbor because it is often difficult to get necessary items. There
are no malls, condos, or traffic
jams; they have no need for ipetropolitan life. Luck sums it up saying, "Alaska's funny, you either
love it, or you hate it."
New Englander W righ~ believes
that "all the stereotypes are pretty
much true." about his home state.
The people in Maine are "cold, but
once you get to know them, they're
the nicest people in the world." He
notes the remaining Puritan influence, evident in the fact that there
are no corner taverns and that
Maine has always prided itself in
having tough penalties, particularly
in the area of alcohol and drunk
driving.
Ursinus students who come from
distant areas of the U.S. are few
and far between, though there are
others besides those mentioned in
this article. They all have different
reasons for being here, and they all
ha ve insights into life in other parts
of our country. But as Wright, the
child of a military father, says,
"People are pretty much the same
all over-it's what you make of
them.
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SADD will reimburse any organization for up to $100 per
semester for bus transportation
to and from off campus events.
To participate, present a receipt
or cancelled check from the company at Studio Cottage.
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Tuesday, Wednf'sday, Thur,day .
Friday ...
Saturday ......

489-6467

STAG'S BARBER SHOP
COllEGEVilLE SHOPPING CENTER
2nd AVENUE & MAIN STREET

. .. 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.
8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
. 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Play by the Stars
BY LUCINDA L' AMOUR

Grizzly Columnist
A wake ye muses nine, sing me a strain divine,
Unwind the solemn twine, and tie my Valentine!
-Emily Dickinson
These first two lines of the first poem listed in the Complete Poems
of this great American poet were written during Valentine's Week in
1850. Is it significant that one of the most passionate voices in
American poetry first sang of the divine strains of love? Lucinda
thinks so. While these particular lines, composed by an 18-year-old
Emily, may be more straining than divine, they make us aware that
even 139 years ago, Valentines and the subject of ['amour were as
popular then as now. Lucinda is fed up with all you single, scarred
mis-Valenthropes out there who love to hate the holiday ofl'amour.
Frankly, I take it personally, and you needn't read further.
If you've made it this far, you obviously do not believe that J'amour
is a dead art. Bravo! While everyone worth knowing (in the Biblical
sense and otherwise) believes in love, no one has come up with its
absolute definition. After all, there are so many forms of the grand
passion, that it is a miracle we settle for one term to describe them. We
have passion, sex, friendship, infatuation, devotion, affection, obsession, lust, extreme like, material desire, admiration, Greek love,
romance, incest, narcissicism, necrophilia, agape, eros, phil os, sapphism, coprophilia, bestiality, benevolence... and countless other less
common terms and practices.
Poets spend their lives trying to find the words to express their
feelings, while we spend our lives trying to find the writer who's found
the words that most closely resemble our un-definitions of love.
When I was at the bar where I had my infamous Sex on the Beach, a
businessy-Iooking man swam over and asked me to help him achieve
his idea of the term. I believe he so poeticall y phrased it, "'I'm looking
for a wild, crazy woman to make passionate love to.'" Lucinda replied,
"'Funny, I'm not,'" wished him luck on his quest, and inched down the
bar.
One of the most interesting ideas regarding the notion of love
Lucinda stumbled upon recently was: Love is a leather rose.lnteresting variation on Burns'"O My Luv's like a red, red rose.'" How would
that sound-"'O My Luv's like a leather rose"? I'm sure some enterprising sado-masochistic cattle farmer developed these balls of dyed
leather jammed onto the ends of notably plastic stems. While love and
leather roses caught my eye, it didn't come anywhere near Lucinda's
plethora of I' amour definitions. The closest anyone's come to matching my feeling is Dickinson who termed love as, "'That Stop sensationon my Soul-". That feeling works for Lucinda, but for those of you
who need something more, I leave you to a lovely Valentine's Day
with another of Emily's suggestive perceptions:
That Love is all there is,
Is all we know of Love;
It is enough, the freight should be
Proportioned to the groove.
VALENTINE FORECAST
ARIES: Make sure the thorns on those roses aren't the only things to
prick you this weekend.
T AlJRUS: Red, red wine makes you feel so fine, let it keep you
(sixty) nining all of the time.
GEMINI: Let those chocolate covered cherry gems he sends melt in
your mouth, not in your hands.
CANCER: Just because you believe in Cupid does not give you
license to befriend 5-year-old cherubs.
LEO: You and Val N. Tine will be singing beautiful love duets this
weekend-don't forget the lozenges!
VIRGO: May hands as soft as rose petals carress your cheeks this
starry Saturday night.
LIBRA: Love is in the air so make sure you expose as much of
yourself as possible to some lusty gusts.
SCORPIO: If your friend drops by this weekend, keep the activities
to a minimum so as not to recreate the St. Valentine's Day massacre.
SAGITT ARIUS: Cold weather easily chaps mucous membranes. Be
sure to use plenty of petroleum jelly.
CAPRICORN: Shooting your arrow in the targeCs center yields the
highest score in archery.
AQUARIUS: Heavenly delight ariseth not from divine inspiration,
but perspiration.
PIS~ES: Champagne is only one of many beverages kept under high
pressure that you'll be imbibing this weekend.

ACROSS
1 Stitch
4 Cubic meter
9 Simian
12 Macaw
13 Ethical
14 Beat down
15 Calling
17 Wager
19 Retained
21 Negative
22 Give up
25 Dawn goddess
27 Wading bird
31 Southern
blackbird
32 Concession
34 Greek letter
35 Time gone by
36 Parcel of land
37 Symbol for
tantalum
38 Advanced
41 Opening
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42 Prophet
43 Offspring
44 Hurl
45 Supposing that
47 Reverberation
49 Seat on horse
53 Nonmetallic
element
57 Room in harem
58 Make amends
60 Condensed
moisture
61 Plaything
62 Groups of
persons
63 Be in debt

Crossword
Puzzle

DOWN
1 Algonquian
Indian
2 Period of time
3 Armed conflict
4 Pintail duck
5 Submarine
mines

6
7
8
9

Teutonic deity
Tattered cloth
Verve
Priest's
vestment

10
11
16
18
20
22

Crony: colloq.
Organ of sight
Piece out
Damp
Male turkey
Collection of
tents: pI.
23 Habituate
24 Roman gods
26 QUieting
28 Prefix: twice
29 Specks
30 Breaks
suddenly
32 Mature
33 Turf
35 Sharp to the
taste
39 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
40 Female deer
41 Proceed
44 Bushy clump
46 Pennant
48 Garden tools
49 Drunkard
50 Fuss
51 Period of time
52 Sched. abbr.
54 Artificial
language
55 Recent
56 Female sheep
59 Attached to

